Shoshone Paiute Tribes EOC
Incident Name : SPT COVID-19 Date : 4/7/20
Operational Location: Owyhee, NV
Operational Period: 0800-1700

Time: 0830

Situation Report Covid-19 Emergency
Duck Valley- 13 tested, 0 confirmed, 12 negative, 1 waiting
Idaho- 1101 confirmed cases (Ada-402, Blaine- 410, Twin Falls317, Canyon-101, Elmore-11,
Owyhee-2, Bannock-5, Bingham-2, Sho-Ban - 1)
Nevada- 1953 confirmed cases ( Elko-8, Clark-1608, Washoe-264, Humbolt-11, Nye-7, Lyon3, Douglas-7, Pyramid Lake Tribe - 1 )
The Tribes intent of the COVID 19 Pandemic is to "Protect, Mitigate,
Respond, and Recover in a safe, efficient and fiscally responsible manner to
the
COVID-19
pandemic
emergency
declaration"
The OCHF
nursing
staff are doing
daily health
watches for the EOC and OCHF staff. A
reading of your temperature and a questionaire are being conducted.
The U.S. Geological Survey reports the magnitude 6.5 temblor struck just before 6 p.m. It
was centered about 22 miles northwest of Stanley, about 45 miles west of Challis and about
73
miles
northeast
of Meridian.
OCHF
conducted
a building
assesment and No damage found from the March 31, 2020
earthquake. Also, the tribal buildings had a hasty inspection for any damage and nothing
was found
OCHF and SPTEOC are coordinating on building a "positive COVID 19" case epidemiology
plan.
Dispersion of the donated potatoes and the purchased pinto beans is "on going" starting on
April 1, 2020 and possibly ending on the 2nd
Implimenting new radio messages and weekly information packets to further provide
community information
Tribal members returning to the reservation need follow up on tribal policies on stay home
proclimation. Increase in members returning to reservation.
Senior Citizens program stopped delivery of hot meals except to elders previously on list.
Drive thru service will continue.
Corrections officer returning to Owyhee from Montana detail of duty. Poss. 14 day
Quaratine when returns or stay at current location? Updates to follow
Continue to distribute the potatoe and bean supply to community members
OCH has established 2-unit teams for each outpatient patient care department with weekly
rotation.
All OCHF staff and visitors are required to wear masks in the hallway and at meetings at all
times

